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Even the enemy in the world approve that the great
President Kim Il Sung (1912-1994), the eternal leader of the DPRK
people is the most distinguished great man.
Many streets, roads, organs, groups and noted places are named
after august name of the prominent great man. It is a vivid
manifestation of their respect and admiration made out of their
sincerity that the President’s demise is their loss though he was not a
citizen of their countries. It is also an unwavering confidence in his
unprecedented greatness and remarkable humanity distinctive from the
leaders of all other countries.
The
most
distinguished
exploit
achieved
by
the
great President Kim Il Sung, the eternal leader of the DPRK people is
that he created the people-centered Juche idea.
Through the visit to several revolutionary historic sites and units
in the DPRK which show the President’s patriotic and devoted efforts,
we are convinced that the DPRK people boundlessly admire the
President and regard his legacies as their eternal spiritual wealth. His
legacies have become those not only of the entire Korean nation but of
all mankind. In the 1970s, libraries, groups and committees for the
study of his works, the Juche idea study groups and groups for the
study of his works and history of his revolutionary activities named

after the august name of the President were formed one after another.
The first group for the study of Comrade Kim Il Sung’s works
was formed in Mali in April 1969. On the occasion of its formation, his
works were studied and widely disseminated on the worldwide scale.
Groups of studying President Kim Il Sung’s works were formed
in the 1970s and a large number of works including “Kim Il Sung
Works” and “Kim Il Sung Selected Works” were published in India,
Pakistan, Japan, Chile, Yemen, Sudan, Ecuador and many other
countries of the world. In particular, heads of state in several countries
expressed their highest respect toward the President who enjoyed high
international reputations.
In April 1965, the Indonesian president saw that a newly bred rare
flower was called Kimilsungia in combination with august name of
President Kim Il Sung. The Guinean president ordered to name a
newly established institute in Guinea “Kim Il Sung Institute of
Agriculture” in reflection of respect for the President who saw that a
seminar of non-aligned and developing countries for increased
production of food and agriculture was held in Pyongyang in January
1982 and initiated to establish the institute in African countries.
In April 2002, a street in Damascus, capital of the Syrian Arab
Republic, was named Kim Il Sung Street and, in October 2007, the
International Kim Il Sung Foundation was established by the concern
and efforts of the president of the UK Global Group and the people in
many countries of the world.
We regard it as the international, socio-political and individual
obligation to hold President Kim Il Sung in high esteem and recollect
his exploits. The countries and individual personages ought to uphold
the President’s behests, exploits and brilliant ideas. They ought to

celebrate his birth anniversary and remember the day when he passed
away, every year.
Indeed, President Kim Il Sung is alive in the hearts of all people.
Ideas and exploits of President Kim Il Sung remain as an
example for all people.

